
EXT. MISSION TRAILS REGIONAL PARK - DAY

Bodies CRASHING through brush.

All heads rotate from the glistening errant dart in Stine, to 
Lind, bursting from the grove. Covered in mud, blood, and 
feces, she looks the part of a warrior at battle’s end.

ALEXI
Lind. Thank God! Where’s the-

The mountain lion leaps from the copse towards Lind. Ten feet 
in the air, time seems to stop around the beast.

The burnt cross on its chest is in full effect, omnipresent, 
and he appears as a bestial crusader birthed that moment by 
the Lord of Heaven.

Suddenly, flames spill from the glass ball mounted on the 
lion’s foreleg; they engulf him in an instant. There, in the 
sky, the Devil would take over as the beast’s Father.

The burning, clinging, penumbra of napalm around the mountain 
lion isn’t finished: it explodes.

Flaming streamers of bone and skin and hair pelt the dry 
grasses, and trees, wrapping around them, impregnating them 
with seeds of fiery destruction.

A prostrate Lind shields herself from the larger chunks and 
gutted carcass which plop and fizz and grind all around the 
would be party of saviors.

The lion’s life taken, his body gives back as cleansing fire, 
an instant army of flames puppeteered by the winds.

Keeping his wits, Alexi grabs Officer Stine before he passes 
out from the active tranquilizer.

Ranger Seymour takes deep breaths, massaging her chest, lost 
and impotent in the moment.

Officer Spitcola draws his sidearm and empties it into the 
burning lion head, only feet from Lind.

OFFICER WIL SPITCOLA
Die Demon.

The gun pops are explosions to Lind, and she can’t control 
the spasms they illicit, making her stumble to and fro.

Alexi holds Officer Stine tighter with one hand and grabs 
Lind with the other, before she tumbles into the copse, which 
burns with such fury their clothes smoke.
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ALEXI
Officer. Damn it. It’s dead.

OFFICER WIL SPITCOLA
No. No. That wasn’t human.

ALEXI
It was a mountain lion-

OFFICER WIL SPITCOLA
You don’t get it. He was marked by 
God.

ALEXI
I do. And if you don’t get it 
together, we’re all going to burn.
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